WELCOME
Thank you for your interest in Ormiston Shelfield Community Academy,
judged by Ofsted in May 2015 to be a good school in all areas. Our academy
values are: Aspiration, Positivity, Responsibility and Achievement. We believe
these values represent our commitment to creating positive lasting memories
for young people as well as ensuring outstanding academic achievement. At
Ormiston Shelfield Community Academy our students are encouraged to have
high aspirations, adopt positive attitudes to learning, behave responsibly and
respectfully and, as a result, celebrate fantastic achievements.
Our mission is simple: we aim to raise achievement, remove barriers to learning
and most importantly, open doors for our young people to allow them to have
the life choices and chances that they deserve.
A caring and supportive atmosphere is provided at the academy through our
well-established pastoral systems and our dedicated Children’s Services team.
Effective support systems are in place to ensure that students are safe, happy
and successful within the academy.
Our personalised, yet traditional curriculum ensures that students are stretched,
challenged and engaged. The academy’s Curriculum Enrichment and Cultural
Entitlement programme ensures that students develop crucial personal, social,
health and economic skills, as well as ensuring access to a wide range of
educational visits and broader learning experiences outside of the classroom
to develop a genuine passion for learning.
As part of the Ormiston Academies Trust family, we share a commitment to
raise standards, raise aspirations and raise achievement. The staff at Ormiston
Shelfield Community Academy have high expectations, demonstrate boundless
positivity and dedication and our students are respectful, responsible and
successful – students who make us proud on a daily basis!
Paula Ward, Principal.

Visionary, strong and
effective leadership.
Ofsted, 2015

A S P I R AT I O N
At Ormiston Shelfield Community Academy we are committed to ensuring that
we have high aspirations for our students and that we support them to achieve
challenging goals; we want our students to aim high, pursue their dreams and
think ‘big’!
Students are set challenging targets and are well supported to achieve their
goals. Minh Calder achieved a staggering ten A* grades at GCSE as well as four
A grades and two Distinction grades!
The academy has also seen some outstanding student successes within the sixth
form, with more students than ever before gaining places at the competitive
and esteemed Russell Group universities, which only accept students with the
highest grades at A Level.
Aspiration doesn’t stop at academic achievement. The academy’s new Cultural
Entitlement programme aims to ensure that all students get access to a broad
range of experiences and opportunities, to broaden horizons, develop talents
and help them to set ambitious goals for the future.
In the last academic year alone, a huge number of educational experiences have
been on offer for students to broaden their horizons; including science week
where students had incredible opportunities to witness science in action, as
well as visits to France, Spain and Poland. Students have taken part in valuable
enterprise activities and had opportunities to hear from a range of employers
as well as visiting universities and hearing from visiting graduates.

Students aspire towards
achieving their best
performance.
Ofsted, 2015

POSITIVITY
Rewards and Recognition
Celebrating and recognising success is a fundamental part of our culture at
Shelfield. It is important for us to value, appreciate and reward the efforts and
achievements of our students throughout the year and to demonstrate the
rewards for hard work and commitment.
Our new Rewards and Recognition programme allows students’ hard work and
successes to be recognised in a variety of ways. Our programme includes Vivo
Miles, Praise Postcards, Principal’s All Stars, Reward and Recognition evenings
and a prestigious Academy Awards evening.

Care, Guidance and Support
There is a positive family atmosphere here at Ormiston Shelfield Community
Academy. Students and staff have good relationships with one another and
students understand the value of good manners.
We have a dedicated and experienced pastoral team which skilfully supports
the academic, social and emotional development of all students in our care. As
well as daily contact with a form tutor, students may also be supported by our
experienced team which includes a Welfare Manager, Learning Mentor, Progress
Coordinators and Guidance Managers.
Each year group has a dedicated Progress Coordinator and Guidance Manager
who help to support students to ensure that they are happy and successful here
at the academy.

There is a positive and supportive
climate for learning across
the academy.
Ofsted, 2015

“If you like a challenge with an element of fun, you will enjoy
it here. Each subject helps me to develop my knowledge and get
new skills, making sure I am ready for anything. I love the way
we are rewarded for working hard – it motivates me to succeed
in exams – and in life!”
Courtney, Year 8

RESPONSIBILITY
There is no more important responsibility than ensuring your child has a positive
future. Our dedicated staff take this responsibility seriously and are committed
to ensuring that your child has a positive experience here at Shelfield.
Teachers are experienced and passionate about ensuring that they deliver high
quality learning experiences for children. Our state of the art facilities allow our
staff to provide innovative lessons which engage students, supporting them to
achieve their very best.
We have high expectations here at Ormiston Shelfield Community Academy
and we expect students to have high expectations of themselves. We expect
our students to take responsibility for their attitude to learning, behaviour and
attendance, and for parents to support our high expectations. Students are
expected to adopt a positive attitude to learning, ensuring they are punctual
and dressed smartly, actively engage in lessons and complete home learning
and class activities with pride and care.
We offer a range of leadership opportunities for students in order to allow
them to develop this sense of responsibility. Our Prefects and Student Leaders
are excellent ambassadors for the academy, regularly taking responsibility for
planning community and charity events, as well as participating in the Duke of
Edinburgh Award scheme and other leadership schemes that we offer. Students
regularly take part in worthwhile causes for local, national and international
organisations and make us incredibly proud with their positive approach to
working with and helping others.

Students are well behaved, punctual and
attentive in lessons. They show courtesy
and respect for other students and staff.
Ofsted, 2015

ACHIEVEMENT
At Ormiston Shelfield Community Academy, talents are nurtured and recognised
– no child is an ‘average child’. Students at Shelfield have experienced some
fantastic achievements over the past year, with some outstanding academic
successes as well as amazing achievements in sports and the arts.
The academy has seen some outstanding achievements academically for
students. High achiever, Gillian Nangreave, achieved some of the best A Level
results in the county this year, achieving an incredible three A* grades at A Level
and is now studying English at the prestigious University of York.
Rose Bennett achieved two A* grades, an A and a B and will study Natural
Sciences at the University of Durham this year.
In the world of sport, our talented sixth form footballers won the Under 18s
Walsall Schools’ Cup whilst both the boys’ and girls’ competitors took first
place in the Level 3 Swimming competition at the Black Country School Games
Championships.
Our media students wrote, directed, produced and starred in an outstanding
production entitled ‘Hope High’, which was screened at Cineworld in
Wolverhampton along with Shelfield’s own Oscar awards ceremony.
The academy has seen the launch of our very own radio station. Led entirely
by students, Shelfield Radio is a fantastic achievement and a great leadership
opportunity for students.
Students’ talents were celebrated at Walsall’s ‘Big Sing’, which saw our academy
choir perform a range of songs for an impressed audience!

Staff are improving students’ achievement
and personal development.
Ofsted, 2015

High aspirations, a positive attitude to learning, and a sense of responsibility
leads to outstanding achievements for our students.

S P O RT S
Our specialist status in sports enables us to give students access to a huge range
of sporting enrichment activities. Parents can apply for students to gain one
of the 24 sports places within the academy, issued to those who demonstrate
outstanding potential in a range of specialised tests.
Students make us proud working as sports leaders, supporting each other and
working with local primary school students, developing leadership and team
skills whilst growing in confidence.
Students take part in a range of after school and lunchtime sporting activities
with considerable successes seen in recent years, including winning the
Under 16 English Schools’ National Girls’ Football Tournament as well
as the Under 18 Walsall Schools’ Cup.
Within the sixth form our unique Football Academy enables students to take
coaching qualifications; most recently, talented Football Academy student Chloe
Chapman not only played for Aston Villa and England at Under 18s level, but has
also applied for a scholarship to train as a football coach in America.
Facilities include a well-equipped modern sports hall, a dance studio, an AstroTurf
pitch as well as a fully equipped modern fitness studio.

S tudents have very good opportunities to
achieve well in sports as well as the performing,
creative and fine arts.
Ofsted, 2015

FUTURE
TECHNOLOGIES
Young people respond extremely positively to new technology and the potential
to explore it within learning and teaching is great. This is not technology for
technology’s sake; instead, it is seeking out how it can be used to engage,
enthuse and excite students for learning.
At Ormiston Shelfield Community Academy we have state of the art facilities
including a green screen, a radio booth and a 3D printer. Calling this the Innovation
Suite encapsulates its purpose and this has been embraced and used by a wide
selection of departments and local primary schools for a range of activities.
Giving students access to technology to help them with their studies is very
important, whether it be research, completing assessments or creating resources.
Students have access to high quality laptops, PCs and mobile devices in order to
allow them to work creatively, independently and collaboratively. Our impressive
media suite of iMac computers allows students to create, edit and develop a
range of digital media projects at a professional level.
In 2014, we launched the Genius Bar. Any student can become a technological
‘Genius’ if they have some technological ability and are willing to help others.
Through student leadership, students can offer advice and help not only to their
peers but even their teachers as well – Genius!

Students take an active part in the academy,
acting as prefects and role models to
younger pupils.
Ofsted, 2015

This is a good school.
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